Learner Styles and Promoting Learner Autonomy
Objectives:
 To discuss the idea of multiple intelligences and learning styles
 To discuss activities that help focus on same.
 To discuss the promotion of learner autonomy
 To point out learner independence strategies used in the classroom to promote
learner autonomy
 To point out the possible obstacles in the classroom that might hinder learner
independence
Material
 Learner styles visuals and flashcards.
 Hand outs 1-7
 Poster material
Time
00.00

Stage
Multiple
intelligences
and learner
styles

Activity
Visuals and flashcards















Put visuals on WB.
Ask learners what they think of when they look at
the visuals.
Lead into the concept of multiple intelligences
and learner styles. Discuss the fact that even
though ‘technically’ they are different things they
are very much linked.
Write ‘This type of learner learns best by… ‘ on
the top of the WB.
In groups they decide what learner style is being
promoted in each visual. Don’t worry about the
correct terminology.
Get feedback.
They match the flashcards to the visuals
(individually, in pairs, groups, race to WB you
decide)
Class feedback.
H/O1. In pairs they match the correct intelligence
/ learning style to the categories.
Get feedback. Give them H/O 2.
What do they think their natural intelligences are?
Tell them about yourself and why you think that.
Now they tell their partners about themselves.
Get some feedback
Give them H/O3. This is a multiple intelligence

test from businessballs.com. Afterwards they can
do it themselves for further information on their
own styles should they wish.
00.20

Link with
learner
autonomy








00.30

Discussion
In pairs





00.45

Ranking and
discussion in
groups




00.55

Pooling ideas




01.05

Advantages
and

disadvantages 

Elicit what learner autonomy is. ‘What do we call it
when a learner takes responsibility for their own
learning outside the classroom?’
Elicit why it is important to develop this in our
learners.
Elicit the difference between learner autonomy and
learner independence. Discuss the concept of how
promoting learner independence strategies in the
classroom can lead to the development of learner
autonomy outside the classroom
Discuss how they promote it learner independence in
their classrooms.
Discuss whether they have found that their learners
are open to this or whether they struggle with the
concept initially and would prefer spoon feeding.
Bring in your experiences and talk about learner
training.
In pairs the learners look at and complete the
sentences in H/O 4.
When they have finished this swap pairs and they
discuss their ideas with their new partners. Pool
ideas. Were their ideas the same, similar or different?
Get some feedback
In groups of three the teachers look at the statements
on H/O 5 and rank them 1 – 5 (where 1 is a very
attractive option and 5 is unattractive). Always
bearing their learners in mind. You monitor and join
in discussions while you do.
Then in their groups decide on their 3 most attractive
options.
Swap groups so that there is a representative from
each of the previous groups in the new group.
They tell their new group which 3 options they
decided on and why.
Teachers work in pairs AA and BB.
The AA pair look at the statements on H/O 6 and


01.20

Sharing ideas




01.30

Sum up



discuss the advantages.
The BB pairs look at the same sentences and discuss
the disadvantages.
Put them into AB pairs and they share their ideas
(advantages and disadvantages)
Get some feedback
Give the learners H/O 7 (the list of learner
independence strategies) and go through it with them.
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Match the intelligences to the styles of learning below.
Learner style

Is good at
Reading, writing
and stories

Learns best by
Activities
Saying, hearing and Memory games
seeing words
Trivia quizzes
Stories
Solving puzzles,
Asking questions,
Puzzles
exploring patterns, categorising and
Problem solving
reasoning and logic working with
Categorizing
patterns
Ranking
Drawing, building,
Visualising, using
Flashcards
arts and crafts
the mind’s eye
Colours
Pictures
Drawing
Project work
Singing, listening to Using rhythm,
Using songs
music and playing
having music on in Chants
instruments
the background
Drilling
Moving around,
Moving, touching
TPR activities
touching things and and doing
Action songs
body language
Miming
Realia
Moving around the
classroom activities
Running dictations
Mixing with others, Co-operating,
Group/pair work
leading groups,
working in
Mingle activities
understanding
groups/pairs and
Debates
others and
sharing
Discussions
mediating
Working alone and Working alone
Working
pursuing own
individually on
interests
personalised
projects
Reading and
listening activities
Nature
Working outside
Environmental
Working in context projects

H/O1

Multiple intelligences and Learner Styles
A successful lesson will have a variety of activities and presentation techniques
in order to appeal to the variety of learner styles that learners will have.

Learner style

Is good at
Reading, writing and
stories

Learns best by
Saying, hearing and
seeing words

Linguistic
Solving puzzles,
exploring patterns,
Logical/Mathematical reasoning and logic
Drawing, building,
arts and crafts

Asking questions,
categorising and
working with
patterns
Visualising, using the
mind’s eye

Visual/Spatial

Musical

Bodily/Kinaesthetic

Interpersonal

Intrapersonal

Naturalistic

Singing, listening to
music and playing
instruments
Moving around,
touching things and
body language

Using rhythm,
having music on in
the background
Moving, touching
and doing

Mixing with others,
leading groups,
understanding
others and
mediating
Working alone and
pursuing own
interests

Co-operating,
working in
groups/pairs and
sharing

Nature

Working outside
Working in context

Working alone

The Practice of English Language teaching – Jeremy Harmer

Activities
Memory games
Trivia quizzes
Stories
Puzzles
Problem solving
Categorizing
Ranking
Flashcards
Colours
Pictures
Drawing
Project work
Using songs
Chants
Drilling
TPR activities
Action songs
Miming
Realia
Moving around the
classroom activities
Running dictations
Group/pair work
Mingle activities
Debates
Discussions
Working individually
on personalised
projects
Reading and
listening activities
Environmental
projects

H/O2

H/O2

H/O 4

In pairs complete the following sentences.
How can I help my learners be more independent?


The classroom materials could be ___________________________________



The tests could be ________________________________________________



The classroom materials could be ___________________________________



Language presentations could be ____________________________________



Dictionaries could be _____________________________________________



Class outings could be used to ______________________________________



Students could help each other to ____________________________________



The self study centre could ________________________________________



I could abdicate _________________________________________________



_______________________________________________________________

H/O 5
Score these sentences 1 – 5 (where 1 is very attractive and 5 is unattractive).
Do bear your learners in mind.
How can I help my learners be more independent?

1–5?

Base all classroom activities on materials the learners have supplied themselves
Get one half of the learners to make progress tests for the other half of the class
Avoid correction and explanation by the teacher
Abandon teacher presentations. Make the learners peer teachers
Get groups to choose a text and prepare reading tasks for the class
Have monthly class meetings to set and discuss home-study goals
Teach a variety of study strategies and learner dictionary skills
Do project work which involves the learners utilising English resources
Pair students with a study partner
Have learners set their own daily homework tasks
Ensure that learner-made activity sheets are an integral part of the SAC
* SAC – self-access centre

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(fold)

Our 3 top actions are:
1. _______________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________

H/O 6

Pairs A look at the following sentences and note the advantages when
encouraging learner independence.
Pairs B look at the following sentences and note the disadvantages when
encouraging learner independence.
 The student selects what is to be learned
 The student identifies own needs
 The student selects the teaching material
 The student is responsible for self motivation
 The student monitors own progress
 The student works at own speed
 The student chooses when to be assessed
 The student chooses how to be assessed
 The student develops own learning and study strategies
 The student sets own learning goals

H/O 7

Learner Autonomy
Learners take responsibility for how and what
they learn. Through reflection on what and how
they learn in class, and being aware of their
strengths and weaknesses they can learn for
themselves outside the classroom. There is more
focus on the individual and their individual
needs. ‘How can I take responsibility for my
own learning outside the classroom?’

Learner Independence
The same as above but referring to in the
classroom. The learners are empowered to look
into a subject in more detail through
collaboration and co-operation with peers.
Teacher is less of an authority figure and more
of a mentor/facilitator.
By promoting learner independence in the
classroom, we give the learners the strategies to be
autonomous outside of the classroom. So …...

Learner independence leads to learner autonomy

H/O 7

Here are some learning independence strategies we, as
teachers, can use in the classroom to promote the
development of learner autonomy:


























Seeking clarification
Learner dictionary work
Using prompts to aid memory
Using visual cues to aid memory
Communicating information
Setting learning goals
Note taking
Risk taking
Guessing from context
Identifying key information
Locating information
Problem solving
Assessing own study habits
Setting up self-assessment procedures
Group learning/Co-operative learning
Summarising
Anticipating
Identifying and using chunks of language
Using L1 to understand L2
Efficient time management
Making a plan
Organising to help learning
Initiate ‘learner diaries’
Negotiate ‘learner contracts’
Concentrate classroom focus on the process rather than the
product
 Facilitate CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning)
 Lower the amount of extrinsic motivation from teachers
and increase the amount of intrinsic motivation in the tasks
and activities themselves

